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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Define Analysis of variance.

2. What axe the assumptions in Analysis of variance?

3. What are the basic principles of experimentation?

4. lf the experimental units are homogeneous, which design do you prefer?

5. What is a Randomized Block Design?

6. What do you mean by factorial experiments?

7 Define vilal statistics.

8. What is crude death rate?
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9. What do you mean by Radix?

10. Define General Fertility Rate.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

11. What are the assumptions on experimenlal errors?

12. When do you call an experimental design a randomized one?

13. Give the statistical modelfor a CRD with one observation per cell.

14. Explain the advantages of RBD over CRD.

15. Discuss a Latin Square Design.

16 Explain the layout of a 4 x 4 Greaco-Latin Square Design with Greek letters
q,p,y,6 and Latin letters A,B,C and D.

17. What is interaction effect in a factorial model?

'18. What is confounding?

19. What are symmetrical and asymmetrical factorjals?

20. What are the sources of population data?

21 . What are the rmportant populatron estimation methods2

22. ln what sense the specific death rates are better than CDR?

23. Which mortality measure is most sensitive Justify?

24. What is the need for standardizing death rates?

2s What is a life table?

26.' Name the different measures of population grolvth.

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Discuss the technique of Analysis of variance for two way classification.

28. What are the merits and demerits of a CRD?

29. Discuss the statistical model for RaniComized Block Design with one observation
per experimental unit.

30. How can data with a single missing value ol a k x k Latin square design be
analyzed?

31 . Give the expression for the relative efflciency of a LSD of order k over a RBO.

32. Write the set of orthogonal contrasts for main effects and interactions in a 22

factorial experjment.

33. What is the purpose sewed by the Sampling Registration System(SRS) in
respect of vital statistics?

34. What is the difference between curate (curtailed) expeclation and complete
expectation of Iife?

35. Distinguish between a stable and a stationary population.

36. What are the various uses of Life tables?

37. Discuss the term Cenlal Mortality Rate.

38. Define Net Reproduction Rate. Comment on the values of it.

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries '15 marks.

39. Describe the analysis of a CRD and sketch the ANOVA table.

40. Discuss the ANOVA of a LSD of order k.

41. Explain the Yates'method of analysis for a 2n factorial experiment.
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42. Discuss the different methods of collecting vital statistics.

43. Describe the meihods of standardization of mortality rates.

.14. Explain the structure and columns of a complete life table.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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